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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: In a paper moving plotter using a rolled paper, to lighten a shock

acting on the machine glazed paper at the time ofwinding the loosened part of

the paper on a paper feeding means, and to thereby prevent paper slippage to a

driving roller and a pressure roller.

CONSTITUTION: In the case where a seasoning machine glazed paper 32 hung

down toward a paper feeding means 36 is wound by the rotation of the means 36,

a driving roller 22 is previously rotated at high speed as much as specified

quantity, and the paper 32 is fast driven toward the paper feeding means 36 as

much as a specified quantity (for instance 25mm), and air is fed into a space

between a platen 4 and the paper 32. Next, the paper feeding means 36 is
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rotated at high speed in the winding direction of the paper 32. At the time

when the driving roller 22 is loaded, a paper feeding motor to drive the paper

feeding means 36 is stopped, and the driving roller 22 is rotated to feed the

paper 32 toward the paper feeding means 36 by quantity about the same as the

quantity of rotation caused by the inertia of the paper feeding means 36.
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* NOTICES

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the transfer-control method of the roll sheet in a plotter.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] a form drive type plotter - setting ~ a form - illustrating - in order to make it get used

to environmental temperature and humidity, the work which pulls out a roll sheet greatly and hangs it down from the

roll section of the roll sheet which a feed means holds is called seasoning seasoning — the next illustrating - it pulls out

in the state where a tension does not start a form while illustrating the form equivalent to a field Not needing accuracy

for the amount of the form pulled out in seasoning operation in many cases, and forming equipments, such as an

encoder, although you may make it drawer operation of this form pull out the form of the part which is correctly

equivalent to the next field using equipments, such as an encoder, leads to cost quantity, therefore, a feed means -- a

predetermined time and the form supply direction - driving - the in general next illustrating ~ it is made to pull out the

the form of a field

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] according to the above-mentioned method - the form under seasoning

illustrating - when it pulls out to a field, the form under seasoning pulled out from the feed roller may be left a little

Then, this amount of left things was added to the amount of sag of the next seasoning, and the defect to which the sag

of the roll sheet under seasoning becomes large gradually consisted, this invention aims at solving the above-mentioned
trouble.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The platen for this invention laying a form, in order to attain the above-mentioned
purpose, The pinch roller mechanism which consists of a drive roller and a pressurization roller, and a feed means to

support free [ rotation of the roll section of a roll sheet ], It has the driving means which carry out the rotation drive of
this feed means, a pen, and a means to drive this pen in the direction which crosses the aforementioned platen. While
pulling out the roll sheet which the aforementioned feed means supports on the aforementioned platen, pinching the

drawer section of the roll sheet on a platen with the aforementioned drive roller and a pressurization roller and sending

the drawer section of a roll sheet to a cross direction on a platen by the right inverse rotation of the aforementioned

drive roller In the plotter which carries out move control of the pen in the direction which crosses the drawer section of
the aforementioned roll sheet, and was made to perform predetermined illustrating in the drawer section of the roll

sheet on a platen Operation which rolls round the seasoning section of the roll sheet ******** carried out from the feed

means for seasoning for the aforementioned feed means The process which is made to carry out high-speed rotation of
the aforementioned drive roller, carries out the rapid drive of the drawer section of the roll sheet on the aforementioned

platen in the aforementioned feed means direction, and sends air between the aforementioned platen and the drawer
section of the aforementioned roll sheet, The rolling-up process which rotates the aforementioned feed means in the

rolling-up direction after the aforementioned process, The seasoning section of the aforementioned roll sheet is rolled

round by the feed means, and a tension starts the roll sheet between this feed means and the aforementioned pinch

roller mechanism. When a load is applied to the aforementioned drive roller by this tension, it constitutes from a

process which supplies halt instructions to the aforementioned feed means.

[0005]

[Example] With reference to the example which shows the composition of this invention to an accompanying drawing,

it explains in detail below. In the view 2, 2 is the main part of a form drive type (paper MUBINGU type) automatic

drafting machine (plotter), and is equipped with the platen 4 (form installation board). The controller 6 is built in the

aforementioned main part 2. The aforementioned main part 2 is fixed to the upper limit of the leg objects 8 and 10 of a

couple.



[0006] the aforementioned platen 4 top - illustrating the head 12 is arranged along with the horizontal rail 14 fixed

to the main part 2 possible [ movement to the space perpendicular direction in the 1st view (Y shaft orientations) ] the

above - illustrating — by the Y-axis motor 16, the head 12 was driven to Y shaft orientations, and has connected the Y-
axis motor 16 to a controller 6 through the Y-axis motor driver 17 and the Y-axis servo means 18 The plot roller 20 and

the drive roller 22 coordinate, and are arranged in the slot bottom of the aforementioned platen 4 by the drive motor 23.

[0007] The aforementioned drive motor 23 is connected to a controller 6 through the drive-motor driver 25 and the X-
axis servo means 27. Above the aforementioned drive roller 22, the pinch roller (pressurization roller) 24 is arranged

possible [ a pressure welding ] to this, the above — illustrating - the pen 26 which the penholder of a head 12 holds is

arranged above the aforementioned plot roller 20

[0008] the aforementioned penholder ~ illustrating — rise and fall of the penholder which coordinates with the rise-and-

fall output section of the moving coil 28 built in the head 12, and is interlocked with rise and fall of this rise-and-fall

output section - a pen 26 - the roll paper 32 on the plot roller 20 ~ receiving - a pressure welding ~ and it is

constituted so that it can desert The aforementioned moving coil 28 is connected to a controller 6 through a driver 29.

Between the aforementioned leg object 8 and 10, it is located ahead of the aforementioned leg objects 8 and 10, and the

shaft-like winding means 34 is supported free [ rotation ], and is supported free [ rotation of the axis of the roll paper

feeding means 36 ] by the upper part by the side of the back of the aforementioned leg objects 8 and 10.

[0009] The aforementioned winding means 34 was connected with the output shaft of the winding motor 30, and has

connected the aforementioned feed means 36 with the output shaft of the feed motor 38. The aforementioned motors 38

and 30 are connected to a controller 6 through drivers 40 and 42, respectively. It is located above the aforementioned

feed means 36, and the tension roller 44 is passed over between a leg object 8 and 10 free [ rotation ]. It is located

above the aforementioned winding means 34, and the tension roller 48 is passed over free [ rotation ] between a leg

object 8 and 10.

[0010] Roll section 32a of the roll paper 32 is held possible [ desorption ] at the axis of the aforementioned feed means
36. The drawer section of the roll sheet 32 to which roll section 32a mechanism appearance of [ behind a plotter ] was
carried out is rolled round by the roll-sheet rolling-up heart (illustration abbreviation) of the winding means 34 ahead of

a plotter through between the upper surface of a tension roller 44, and a between the stopper sheets 46 which **** to

this, a platen 4 top and a tension roller 48, and the stopper sheets 50 which **** to this.

[001 1] The input shaft of the X-axis encoder 52 and the Y-axis encoder 54 connected with the output shaft of the

aforementioned drive motor 23 and the Y-axis motor 16, respectively, and the outgoing end of these encoders 52 and
54 is connected to the X-axis servo means 27 and the Y-axis servo means 18, respectively. 56 is the control panel of the
controller 6 formed in the main part 2. While the aforementioned controller 6 controls X-axis servo system and Y-axis

servo system based on a plotter command, drive instructions are outputted also to feeding and the winding motor
drivers 40 and 42, and based on these instructions, each drivers 40 and 42 drive feeding and the winding motors 38 and

30, and perform supply and rolling up of the roll paper 32.

[0012] The aforementioned X-axis servo system is constituted by the X-axis servo means 27, the drive-motor driver 25,

a drive motor 23, and the X-axis encoder 52. The X-axis servo means 27 is equipped with the error counter which
computes the position error of the target position supplied from a controller 6, and the counted value (current position)

of the output pulse of the X-axis encoder 52, the current instructions settled below in the fixed value corresponding to

speed are made based on the value of this error counter, and these instructions are supplied to the drive-motor driver 25.

The drive-motor driver 25 drives a drive motor 23 by PDM based on the aforementioned current instructions.

[0013] A drive motor 23 carries out the rotation drive of the drive roller 22, and makes both-way movement of the
drawer section of the roll paper 32 carry out in the direction of X. X-axis servo system serves also as the transfer-

control system of a form with the controller 6, a controller 6 always supervises the value of the error counter of the X-
axis servo means 27, and by rapid increase of the value of this error counter, a tension starts the roll paper 32 and it

detects that the load was applied to the drive roller 22. That is, winding completion of seasoning section 32b of the roll

paper 32 which this mentions later is detected.

[0014] the operation as the above-mentioned X-axis servo system also with the same Y-axis servo system ~ illustrating

~ a head 12 is driven in the direction ofY the drive of the direction ofX of the drawer section of the above-mentioned

roll paper 32, and the above - illustrating ~ a predetermined plot is performed to the roll paper 32 by the drive of the

direction ofY of a head 12, and rise-and-fall operation of the aforementioned pen 26

[0015] Next, the automatic rolling-up sequence of a roll sheet which is the important section of this invention is

explained with reference to drawing 3 . The number of 1 or 1 1 shows the number of a step among drawing 3 . first ~ if

the plot for one frame (1 page) ends a controller ~ the drive roller 22 - the inside of drawing 1 , and a

counterclockwise rotation - high speed ~ rotating ~ illustrating ~ 1 page of an end frame, i.e., the drawer section of

the roll paper 32, — illustrating - the end range is rolled round and it sends out to a means 34 side (Step 1)



[0016] Next, the drive roller 22 is made to rotate reversely (the inside of drawing 1 , clockwise rotation), and the

predetermined amount Ml of margins and the drawer section of the roll paper 32 are returned to the feed means 36 side

at a low speed (Step 2). The aforementioned amount Ml of margins is equivalent to the movement magnitude of the

roll paper 32 drawer section produced by rotation by the inertia of the winding means 36 after rolling-up rotation halt

operation of a winding means 36 to mention later, next, a controller 6 rotates the winding means 36 counterclockwise

among drawing 1 - making — illustrating of the drawer section of the roll paper 32 — an end frame (a part for 1 page of

ends [ Illustrating ]) is rolled round for the winding means 36 (Step 3)

[0017] The rolling-up end of this winding means 34 is detected from the error counter value ofX-axis servo system

(Step 4). This detection operation is performed as follows, the winding means 34 — illustrating — if an end frame is

rolled round, sag 32c by the side of rolling up of the roll paper 32 shown in drawing 1 will be lost A tension takes for

the roll paper 32 between the drive roller 22 and a tension roller 48 at this time. By this tension, the drive roller 22 is

counterclockwise moved slightly among drawing 1 a little by friction with the roll paper 32. This jogging is supplied to

the X-axis servo means 27 as a pulse signal by the X-axis encoder 52.

[0018] If a pulse is supplied from the X-axis encoder 52, the value of the error counter of X-axis servo system will

increase rapidly. By rapid increase of the value of this error counter, a controller 6 recognizes having been rolled round

by the winding means 34, i.e., the winding end of the winding means 34, until the roll paper 32 between the drive roller

22 and the winding means 34 is exhausted by the slack. A controller 6 carries out high-speed rotation of the drive roller

22 among drawing 1 at a counterclockwise rotation, and a controller 6 sends out the roll paper 32 to the winding means
34 side for the above-mentioned amount of margins M 1 minute at the same time it detects the rolling-up end of the roll

paper 32 (Step 5).

[0019] It prevents that a shock strong against the roll paper 32 inserted into the pressurization roller 24 and the drive

roller 22 at the time of a rolling-up end is added by this. Next, a controller 6 rotates the drive roller 22 counterclockwise

among drawing 1 at a low speed, and the predetermined amount M2 of margins, the amount which added a part for the

specified quantity A (for example, 25mm) to this, and the roll paper 32 are sent out to the winding means 34 side (Step

6). At the time of a rolling-up operation halt of a feed means 36 to mention later, the aforementioned predetermined

amount M2 of margins is set as the amount [ optimum dose / more than the amount rotated by inertia ], after halt

instructions are supplied for this means 36 at the mechanical component.

[0020] Next, a controller 6 carries out high-speed rotation of the drive roller 22 among drawing 1 at a clockwise

rotation, and returns the aforementioned specified quantity A minute roll paper 32 to the feed means 36 side (Step 7).

By high-speed movement of the roll paper 32 for these specified quantity A minutes, the drawer section of the roll

paper 32 comes floating on the platen 4 behind the drive roller 22, and air enters between a platen 4 and the drawer

section of the roll paper 32 in this case. This air serves as a cushion at the time of rolling round the roll paper 32 with

the feed means 36, and prevents fracture of the roll paper 32 etc.

[0021] Next, a controller 6 carries out high-speed rotation of the feed means 36 counterclockwise, in order to roll round

for the feed means 36, the sag portion of the roll paper 32, i.e., seasoning section 32b, which the feed means 36 is

slacking caudad beforehand for seasoning, (Step 8). The rolling-up end of seasoning section 32b of this feed means 36

is detected from the error counter value of X-axis servo system. This detection operation is performed by the same
principle as operation which detects the rolling-up end of the above-mentioned winding means 34.

[0022] If a controller 6 detects the winding end of seasoning section 32b, while halt instructions will be supplied to the

feed motor 38, a controller 6 carries out the rotation drive of the drive roller 22 clockwise at high speed, and the drawer
section of the roll paper 32 inserted between the drive roller 22 and the pressurization roller 24 is returned to the

aforementioned amount of margins M 2-minute means [ feed ] 36 side (Step 9). It prevents that a strong shock is added
to the roll paper 32 inserted into the pressurization roller 24 and the drive roller 22 at the time of the rolling-up end of

the feed means 36 according to the inertia of the feed means 36 by this.

[0023] Next, a controller 6 drives the drive roller 22 counterclockwise among drawing 1 at high speed, is a strong

tension and pulls out the roll paper 32 from the feed means 36 by one frame (Step 10). Once rolling round the roll paper

paper 32 under seasoning for the feed means 36, the roll paper 32 was pulled out by one frame from the feed means 36
because the roll paper 32 will tend to have moved in a zigzag direction and the drawer of the high-speed roll paper 32
was not able to do it, if the roll paper 32 under seasoning was pulled out as it is.

[0024] Next, a controller 6 rotates the feed means 36 clockwise at high speed, and pulls out seasoning section 32b from
roll section 32a (Step 1 1). In addition, the method of securing the above-mentioned amounts Ml and M2 ofmargins

may be a step in front of the step of the above-mentioned amount reservation of margins, may be the amount Ml of
margins, and the position which securesM 2 minutes, and may be the method of stopping conveyance of the roll paper

32.

[0025] the above-mentioned example — illustrating ~ although the control at the time of roll paper conveyance under

continuation was described, roll paper winding operation of a feed means is performed also at the time of initial setting



(paper initial) of the roll paper in addition to this This operation is explained below. A controller 6 checks the check of

the existence of the feed means 36 by the sensor (illustration abbreviation). A cut sheet will be used if there is no feed

means. A controller 6 checks the existence of the rolling-up means 34 by the sensor (illustration abbreviation) again.

[0026] This contractor has the feed means 36, calls half-roll the state where there is no winding means 34, and is

calling full roll the case where both exist. If a controller 6 is a half-roll or a full roll, it will perform operation which

takes the slack of seasoning section 32b. This is the specified quantity A and the drive roller 22, and carries out high-

speed conveyance of the roll paper 32 at the feed means 36 side. Thereby, air is sent in between a platen 4 and the

drawer section of the roll paper 32, and it considers as a cushion.

[0027] Next, a controller 6 drives the feed means 36 and rolls round seasoning section 32b. X-axis servo system detects

completion of rolling up. Next, a controller drives the feed means 36 and pulls out form 32b for seasoning. The roll

paper 32 is pulled up on a platen 4 after a seasoning end, and illustrating is started.

[0028]

[Effect] Since this invention was constituted like ****, there is no fracture of a form etc., the roll paper of the seasoning

section is rolled round certainly, and the effect that high-speed form conveyance can be performed consists.

[Translation done.]


